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Generating Pink Noise from White Noise
Overview –
White noise is easily created using the Diamond Cut Productions Make Waves Generator simply by checking the
random noise checkbox and running the routine (recommend to use 48 kHz, 16 bit, 60 to 600 Seconds long). The
resultant signal will land in the time domain waveform display and can be used to test electronic and software
systems for their impulse and frequency response. White Noise is a random signal wherein it contains constant
power per unit frequency (Hertz) which results in a constant power spectral density over the range of the spectrum
that one is interested in (20 Hz to 20 kHz in audio systems). Put another way, the power contained in a white noise
signal from 20 Hz to 21 Hz is the same as the power contained in the signal ranging from 19,999 Hz to 20,000 Hz.
This flat distribution of energy is therefore useful for electronic amplification equipment testing purposes.

White Noise plotted on the Diamond Cut Productions FFT Analyzer after a 1 minute average

White Noise plotted on the Diamond Cut Productions 1/3rd Octave Analyzer after a 1 minute average

White Noise plotted on the Diamond Cut Productions Spectrogram

However, White Noise is not the best type of signal for testing transducers such as acoustical venues, microphones,
loudspeakers, headphones or shake-tables. Pink noise (or 1/f noise) is another form of random noise) and contains
constant power per unit octave. So, for example, the octave band that exists between 20 Hz and 40 Hz contains the
same amount of power as the band that exists between 40 Hz and 80 Hz (and so forth up the spectrum). Thus, the
band from 5,000 Hz to 10,000 Hz contains the same amount of energy as does the band from 10,000 Hz to 20,000
Hz. This produces a -3dB/Octave (-1/2) slope (down and to the right when displayed on an fft (Fast Fourier
Transform) based spectrum analyzer and a straight horizontal line when displayed on an octave based analyzer like
an RTA (Real Time Analyzer). The Diamond Cut Productions Spectrum Analyzer is capable of displaying both types
of distributions. This sort of noise distribution (Pink Noise) is similar to the biological perception of sound, light and
touch making it more useful than white noise in acoustical and biophysical testing applications.
Procedure –
1.
2.
3.

Go to the Edit Menu/Make Waves feature
Set it up per this screenshot:
Make sure that the Wave shape is set for White Noise

4.

Set your software for Classic Edit Mode (click on the FE icon or go to the Edit/Preferences section of the
program under the General tab and uncheck “Enable Fast-Edit”.
Click “OK” and the resultant random set of waveforms will appear in the time domain display. If you click
on the play button, it should sound like an FM radio tuned to a place on the dial where no stations exist (a
“hisssssss” type of sound).
Go to the Filter menu and bring up the Multifilter. Scroll through the presets until you find “White to Pink
Noise Converter 20 KHz” and then click on it.

5.

6.

7.

You can Preview it (regular Preview, not Live Preview) and you will hear Pink Noise. If you click the bypass
button, you will hear the raw file which is White Noise. Clicking back and forth via the bypass button will
allow you to discern the differences in the sound of these two types of random noise sources.
8. When you are done experimenting with the Preview button, make sure that the bypass button is NOT
checked and then “Run” the Multifilter.
9. The resultant Pink Noise file will then be seen in the Destination workspace (located below the Source
workspace).
10. You should see something like the screen-shot shown below:

Screen-shot showing White Noise (top 2 traces) Converted to Pink Noise (bottom 2 traces)
11. You can save both the White Noise files and the Pink Noise files for later use; to save the White Noise file,
use the file menu “Save Source As” (to a suitable sub-directory) and to save the Pink Noise file, use the file
menu “Save Destination As” similarly.
12. If you plan to place these files onto a CD, you will need to change the sample rate from 48 kHz down to 44.1
kHz. The sample rate converter can be found under the Edit Menu (Change Sample Rate/Resolution).

Pink Noise plotted on the Diamond Cut Spectrogram Display

White (red trace) and Pink (yellow trace) Noise shown simultaneously on the Spectrum Analyzer

Summary –
AN- 25 has described how to create Pink Noise using Diamond Cut Productions software. The resultant Pink Noise
signal can be used in various ways, including flattening out sound systems with the use of a calibrated flat
microphone and a 1/3 octave equalizer inserted in between the mixing board and the system’s power amplifiers
(but before the active crossovers if it is a multi-amped system). The noise can be injected from one of your laptop
soundcards into a line-level input on the mixing board and a second laptop can be used in “real-time Preview mode”
with the calibrated flat mic to analyze the acoustics of the venue. The Spectrum Analyzer can be operated in real
time when it is turned on (View Menu) as you walk around the venue in search of any hot spots due to standing
waves in the room, or other acoustical anomalies. Use the 1/3 octave equalizer in the sound system to flatten the
response of the venue as best as possible. Realize that the power spectral density will change when the venue is
occupied with people but dominant room resonances will be detected. The details of flattening out a venue are
beyond the scope of this Application Note, but this does provide you with some tools for acoustical analysis and
compensation.
Software License Note If you own a license for Diamond Cut Software (either the Commercial or the Forensics version) you are permitted
one user on up to two computers per license. Thus, the dual computer usage described in the summary of this AN
is permitted under one Diamond Cut Productions Software license.
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